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INTRODUCTION
The Environmental Management Element addresses the major environmental issues facing
the City of University Place over the next 20 years. The Growth Management Act requires
that critical areas, natural resource lands, and the environment be protected. This Element
supplements the Land Use Element in addressing the requirements of RCW 36.70A.070(1)
regarding water quality protection, drainage, flooding and stormwater – specifically reducing
impacts to Puget Sound and waters entering Puget Sound. In addition, it responds to RCW
36.70A.172(1) regarding the use of best available science in designating and protecting critical
areas. The goals and policies included in the Environmental Management Element cover the
following environmental features and issues.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steep slopes, landslide, erosion, and seismic hazards
Drainage systems
Streams and water bodies
Wetlands
Shorelands
Aquifers
Flood prone areas
Plant and wildlife habitat
Water quality
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•
•
•
•

Air quality
Water quality
Noise pollution
Trees and landscaping

STATE PLANNING CONTEXT
The Growth Management Act initially established 13 planning goals and a system of planning
for cities and counties that were, and are, experiencing rapid growth. A 14th goal, shorelines
of the state, was subsequently added. This Element most directly responds to and addresses
the following GMA goals:
Environment
Protect the environment and enhance the State's high quality of life, including air and water
quality, and the availability of water.
Open Space and Recreation
Encourage the retention of open space and development of recreational opportunities,
conserve fish and wildlife habitat, increase access to natural resource lands and water, and
develop parks.
Natural Resource Industries
Maintain and enhance natural resource-based industries, including productive timber,
agricultural, and fisheries industries. Encourage the conservation of productive forestlands
and productive agricultural lands, and discourage incompatible uses.
Transportation
Encourage efficient multimodal transportation systems that are based on regional priorities
and coordinated with county and city comprehensive plans.
Shorelines of the State
The goals and policies of the shoreline management act as set forth in RCW 98.58.020.

Environmental Management Aspirations
Looking ahead 20 years…

Land development is managed in an environmentally benign manner.
Land development over the past two decades has minimized environmental damage and
preserved natural features that provide valuable habitat areas. Low impact development
has helped to improve water quality, reduce the number of costly flooding events, restore
aquatic habitat, improve groundwater recharge, and enhance neighborhood beauty.
Shoreline ecology has been preserved and enhanced while shoreline public access and
recreational opportunities have been expanded to better serve the community.
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Elements of the natural environment have been preserved and the green character
of the community has been maintained.
An abundance of trees continues to define University Place’s physical appearance, including
those within the Chambers Creek canyon, along the bluffs above the Puget Sound shoreline,
and within smaller parks and open space facilities. Areas of open space and forested groves
within these areas, Adrianna Hess Wetland Park and other locations have been preserved
through public/ private collaboration. A system of interconnected open spaces provides
habitat for a variety of wildlife. New landscaping has incorporated native plants and lowimpact development design elements, where appropriate.

The community’s transportation system supports clean air and water, healthy
lifestyles, increased mobility, and reduced energy consumption and greenhouse
gases.
The community enjoys a safe, well-maintained transportation system and improved
transportation choices and mobility. Each year, more people walk, bicycle, carpool or use
transit to travel within the City and to access the regional bus and light rail system. Residents
have easy access to electric vehicle charging stations and other alternative fueling
infrastructures, as well as timely access to information about travel conditions, incidents, and
transit arrival and departure times.

GOALS AND POLICIES
This Element contains the environmental management goals and policies for the City of
University Place. The following goals represent the general direction for the City related to the
environment, while the policies provide more detail about the implementation strategies and
other steps needed to achieve the intent of each individual goal.

SENSITIVE (CRITICAL) AREAS
GOAL EN1
Use the best available science when promulgating requirements to protect,
preserve, and enhance natural areas that are sensitive to human activities.
STEEP SLOPES, LANDSLIDE, EROSION, AND SEISMIC HAZARDS
Policy EN1A
Require that land development be designed to minimize environmental damage and
property degradation, as well as to enhance greenbelts and wildlife habitat. Retain
graded slopes in curvilinear rather than angular form consistent with the natural
topography of the area to reduce erosion and landslide potential and maintain a more
aesthetically pleasing appearance. Ensure that stormwater runoff drainage systems will
not lead to erosion or landslides in steep slope areas. Avoid sedimentation due to erosion
that can destroy fisheries habitat. Protect natural features that can preserve valuable
habitat areas while minimizing impacts on sensitive areas.
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Policy EN1B
Retain slopes of 100 percent or more in a natural state. Ensure that developments on
lesser slopes provide appropriate drainage, erosion, siltation, and landslide mitigation
measures, as warranted.
Policy EN1C
Protect severe landslide hazard areas from road development. Avoid road construction
in landslide and erosion hazard areas to the extent practicable to minimize impacts on
slopes and other potentially affected areas.
Policy EN1D
Require appropriate erosion and sedimentation control measures during site
development. When erosion or sedimentation creates a negative impact during site
development, all site development activity should cease until adequate erosion and
sedimentation control is re-established and maintained. Methods to lessen impacts
include tight-lining storm drainage from the slopes, immediately planting native
groundcover and possibly other vegetation on the slopes, and limiting construction in
these areas to the dry period of the year.
Policy EN1E
Minimize the risk of structural damage, fire, injury to occupants, and post-seismic collapse
in areas such as steep slopes and wetlands that are subject to severe seismic hazard by
requiring the use of appropriate soils analysis and construction methods.

SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT
Policy EN1F
Consider the entire Chambers-Clover Creek watershed in coordinating and implementing
surface water management plans, with strategic actions and responsibility shared among
University Place, Pierce County and other cities located within the watershed.
Policy EN1G
Maintain, enhance and protect natural drainage systems to protect water quality, reduce
public costs and prevent environmental degradation including the destruction of wildlife
habitat and degradation of vegetative cover within the stream corridor. Avoid altering
natural drainage systems without implementing effective measures to minimize the risk
of flooding and reduce negative impacts to water quality from stream scouring and
sedimentation.
Policy EN1H
Protect water quality and natural drainage systems by controlling stormwater runoff that
carries oil, fertilizers or other pollutants into streams. Reduce peak storm flows that scour
streambeds, undercut stream walls, and fill spawning areas with silt, thereby damaging
or destroying them. Protect water quality by requiring use of best management practices
for stormwater management.
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Policy EN1I
Consistent with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Western
Washington Phase II Municipal Stormwater Permit requirements that apply to University
Place, review, revise and make effective the City’s development-related codes, rules,
standards, or other enforceable documents to incorporate and require Low Impact
Development (LID) principles and LID BMPs no later than December 31, 2016. The intent
of the revisions shall be to make LID the preferred and commonly-used approach to site
development.
Conduct a similar review and revision process, and consider the recommendations
outlined in the following document: Integrating LID into Local Codes: A Guidebook for
Local Governments (Puget Sound Partnership, 2012).
Support efforts by Pierce County to implement the Chambers Creek Properties Design
Standards, amended pursuant to Ordinance 636 in 2014, which require future parking
lots and certain other facilities to comply with the Low Impact Development Technical
Guidance Manual for Puget Sound, prepared by the Washington State University
Extension and Puget Sound Partnership with the participation and support of a broad
ranges of stakeholders.
Encourage project designs to take full advantage of
improvements in the performance of porous asphalt, permeable concrete and supportive
technologies that may allow for the use of LID techniques to a degree, even on properties
with poor soils.
Policy EN1J
Require LID designs and LID BMPs in areas where soils and geology support it. Mimic
the predevelopment hydrology of a site by using a combination of site planning and
structural design strategies to control runoff rate and volumes in order to minimize
physical, chemical and biological degradation to streams, lakes, wetlands and other
natural aquatic systems from commercial, residential or industrial development sites. Use
low impact development designs to provide environmental and economic benefits
including:
•

•

•

Improved Water Quality. Stormwater runoff can pick up pollutants such as oil,
bacteria, sediments, metals, hydrocarbons and some nutrients from impervious
surfaces and discharge these to surface waters. Using LID practices will reduce
pollutant-laden stormwater reaching local waters. Better water quality increases
property values and lowers government clean-up costs.
Reduced Number of Costly Flooding Events. In communities that rely on ditches and
drains to divert runoff to local waterways, flooding can occur when large volumes of
stormwater enter surface waters very quickly. Incorporating LID practices reduces the
volume and speed of stormwater runoff and decreases costly flooding and property
damage.
Restored Aquatic Habitat. Rapidly moving stormwater erodes stream banks and
scours stream channels, obliterating habitat for fish and other aquatic life. Using LID
practices reduces the amount of stormwater reaching a surface water system and
helps to maintain natural stream channel functions and habitat.
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•

•

Improved Groundwater Recharge. Runoff that is quickly shunted through ditches and
drains into surface waters cannot soak into the ground. LID practices retain more
rainfall on-site, allowing it to enter the ground and be filtered by soil as it seeps down
to the water table.
Enhanced Neighborhood Beauty. Traditional stormwater management infrastructure
may include unsightly pipes, outfalls, concrete channels and fenced basins. Using LID
broadly can increase property values and enhance communities by making them
more beautiful, sustainable and wildlife friendly.

STREAMS AND WATER BODIES
Policy EN1K
Preserve, protect and improve natural stream channels for their hydraulic and ecological
functions and aesthetic values and benefits by:
•
•
•
•
•

Acquiring existing stream channels as public property;
Creating buffer areas around streams;
Clustering development away from stream channels;
Reducing peak storm flows into streams; and
Re-establishing trees and vegetation on disturbed sites.

Policy EN1L
Discourage channeling streams through culverts in order to avoid destroying fish habitat
and food sources unless absolutely necessary for property access. Use bridges
whenever practicable for stream and creek crossings to avoid degrading the natural
character and aesthetics of a stream channel. To reduce disruption to the watercourse
and its banks, crossings should serve several properties in order to minimize their
number. When culverts are necessary, use oversized culverts with gravel bottoms that
maintain the channel's width and grade.

WETLANDS
Policy EN1M
Regulate development to protect the functions and values associated with wetlands.
Wetland impacts must be avoided or mitigated consistent with federal and state laws.
Consider the use of off-site mitigation for wetlands impact, such as creating a new
wetland or enhancing an off-site wetland, when the watershed as a whole will benefit,
consistent with best available science.
Policy EN1N
Provide for long-term protection and “no net loss” of wetlands by function and values.
Encourage innovative and equitable wetland management methods. Protect the ability of
wetlands to function naturally and provide landscape diversity through incentives and
other effective programs. Encourage educational opportunities that increase public
understanding and appreciation for the values of wetlands. Advise citizens of measures
they can take to protect and enhance wetlands on their properties. Pursue public
acquisition of high-value wetland areas.
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Policy EN1O
Require effective buffering around wetlands to protect their natural functions. Ensure that
all activities in wetlands and/or buffers are mitigated in accordance with applicable
Washington State Department of Ecology wetland manuals. Regulated activities should
not be permitted within wetlands and/or buffers unless all reasonable attempts have been
made to avoid impacts to the wetland and/or buffer. Mitigation should be considered in
order of preference below with (1) being most preferable and (5) being the least
preferable:
•
•
•
•
•

Avoiding the impact altogether by not taking a certain action or parts of actions within
the wetland and/or buffer;
Minimizing impacts by limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its
implementation, by using appropriate technology, or by taking affirmative steps to
reduce impacts;
Rectifying the impact by repairing, rehabilitating, or restoring the affected
environment;
Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by preservation and maintenance
operations during the life of the action;
Compensating for the impact by replacing or providing substitute resources or
environments.

SHORELANDS
Policy EN1P
Preserve and enhance shoreline ecology while balancing public access and recreational
opportunities and achieving other shoreline goals in accordance with the Shoreline
Management Act and the City’s adopted SMP.

AQUIFERS
Policy EN1Q
Protect the EPA-designated Sole Source Aquifer that underlays University Place to
ensure that drinking water supplies are protected and overall water quality and quantity
are maintained or improved. Require all new development to be served by sanitary sewers
unless a determination is made that such service is unavailable. A sanitary sewer system
shall be considered available when the boundary of the development is within 300 feet
from a sewer line by way of a public right-of-way or private utility easement between the
boundary of the subject property and the existing sewer line. Limit this exception to smallscale infill development located in neighborhoods where there are significant constraints
that preclude extension of sanitary sewer service in the foreseeable future. Ensure that new
development meets performance standards to maintain aquifer recharge and protection.
Retrofit existing facilities, where feasible, to meet water quality standards.

FLOOD PRONE AREAS
Policy EN1R
Preserve the natural flood storage function of floodplains. Emphasize non-structural
methods in planning for flood prevention and damage reduction.
Environmental Management
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Policy EN1S
Protect 100-year floodplains by restricting development within them, locating roads and
structures above the 100-year flood level, and requiring new development to replace
existing flood storage capacity lost to filling. Discourage development of critical and
essential public facilities, such as medical centers and schools, within the 500-year
floodplain.
Policy EN1T
Make floodplain and floodway information available to the public to improve community
understanding of potential hazard areas, particularly the saltwater shoreline at the
northern end of Day Island, South Spit and Sunset Beach, the areas adjoining Leach
Creek and Chambers Creek, and the Morrison Pond wetland system.

PLANT AND WILDLIFE HABITAT
GOAL EN2
Preserve and conserve environmental resources to enhance natural elements of
the community for plant and wildlife habitat.
Policy EN2A
Provide for maintenance and protection of habitat areas for fish and wildlife. Identify
endangered or threatened species, and preserve their habitat through techniques such as
acquisition or incentives. Maintain fish and wildlife movement corridors to protect species.
Retain buffers of undisturbed vegetation along streams, ponds, wetlands and Puget
Sound. Periodically review development regulations and policies to determine whether
they adequately protect critical fish and wildlife habitat areas. Assess new development
on or near critical habitat areas to determine impacts on fish and wildlife. Mitigate potential
impacts consistent with habitat management plans developed in accordance with critical
area code requirements. Encourage retention of open space in new subdivisions and
discourage incompatible uses near critical habitat areas.
Policy EN2B
Require buffer areas adjacent to steep slopes, wetlands, stream ravines, and stream
corridors to protect wildlife and fish habitat. Encourage clustering of development away
from these areas to maximize the effectiveness of buffers between the development and
sensitive areas.
Policy EN2C
Permit access to wetlands for scientific and recreational use while providing for the
protection of sensitive habitats. Carefully plan access trails to allow public enjoyment of
wetlands such as Morrison Pond while assuring safety and preventing environmental
impacts. Support educational programs that use wetlands for learning purposes,
including the study of wetland biology and ecosystems.
Policy EN2D
Prevent further degradation of streams and where feasible restore or enhance habitat.
Initiate studies to ascertain baseline conditions of water quality and habitat. Coordinate
efforts with Lakewood and Pierce County to preserve the natural qualities and ecological
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functions of Chambers Creek canyon and improve this area for recreational use and other
amenities in an environmentally sensitive manner. Carefully design future development
in the Leach Creek watershed to protect the drainage area and restore the stream to a
more natural state.
Policy EN2E
Effectively administer the King County Surface Water Design Manual to ensure that
private and public development of areas near streams does not degrade the quantity and
quality of stream flows necessary for fisheries and other recreational activities.
Policy EN2F
Work with adjacent jurisdictions to identify and maintain continuous corridors for wildlife.
Focus efforts on stream corridors, steep slopes, shoreline bluffs and Puget Sound, all of
which form parts of University Place’s contiguous boundaries with Tacoma, Fircrest,
Lakewood and Pierce County.
Policy EN2G
Give special consideration to conservation and protection measures necessary to
preserve and enhance anadromous fisheries including Chinook, Coho and Chum
Salmon, and Steelhead Trout.
Policy EN2H
Monitor and actively participate in planning, management and regulatory activities related
to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing of Chinook salmon and other critical habitat
in University Place.

GOAL EN3
Protect and improve the essential livability of the urban environment.
WATER QUALITY
Policy EN3A
Enhance and protect water quality. Preserve water as an amenity and its ecological
functions through planning and innovative land development. Achieve clean water by
various methods, including:
•

•
•
•

Requiring sanitary sewers for proposed new development and substantial
redevelopment when determined to be available by the sewer provider, meaning the
property on which the development or redevelopment would be located is within 300
feet of an existing sewer line by way of a public right-of-way or private utility easement;
Requiring effective stormwater control for new development and redevelopment;
Emphasizing public education on how to maintain water quality within natural
drainage basins; and
Reducing or controlling pollutants in runoff from paved surfaces.

Policy EN3B
Serve new development with sanitary sewer systems or fit it with dry sewers in
anticipation of connection to the sewer system. Alternative technology to sewers should
Environmental Management
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only be considered when it can be shown to produce treatment at standards that are
equal to or better than the sewer system and where a long-term maintenance plan is in
place.
Policy EN3C
Replace failing septic systems with sanitary sewers or alternative technology that is
comparable or better.
Policy EN3D
Manage water resources for the multiple benefits and uses of recreation, fish and wildlife
habitat, flood protection, erosion control, water supply, and open space.
Policy EN3E
Work with neighboring jurisdictions and other agencies and organizations to enhance and
protect water quality in the region.

AIR QUALITY
Policy EN3F
Work with the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Agency to attain a high level of air quality
in University Place to reduce adverse health impacts and to provide clear visibility for
scenic views. Provide information to the public on air quality problems and measures that
can be taken to improve air quality.
Policy EN3G
Continue efforts to address climate change and the reduction of greenhouse gasses.
Implement the University Place Organizational Sustainability Plan, which includes goals,
policies and implementation strategies. Continue to build bicycle lanes, pedestrian paths,
trails and multi-modal facilities. Encourage the use of electrical vehicles by encouraging
and providing electric vehicle charging stations. Promote the use of alternative energy
sources including solar and wind energy, and encourage energy conservation and energy
efficient buildings. Lead by example by purchasing electric or hybrid fleet vehicles,
incorporating energy conservation practices in daily operations, using solar panels to
supplement energy consumption and building energy efficient public facilities.
Policy EN3H
Develop land use practices that improve air quality such as retaining trees and other
vegetation that filters out suspended particulates and purifies the air. Discourage land
uses that create local air quality problems. Promote land use patterns that result in
reduced commuting times. Require dust control measures during site preparation in new
development.
Policy EN3I
Support air pollution reduction measures, particularly those involving vehicle emissions,
to attain or maintain federal and state air quality requirements. Work with Puget Sound
Regional Council, Washington State Department of Transportation, Pierce Transit and
local agencies to develop transportation demand management measures and emission
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reduction programs. Educate citizens on methods to reduce air pollution in the
community. Reduce the number of vehicles on the road by supporting commute trip
reduction strategies, and building complete streets that encourage the use of alternate
modes of transportation such as public transit, bicycles and walking.

NOISE POLLUTION
Policy EN3J
Reduce and where possible eliminate impacts associated with major noise-generating
uses, especially when located near residences. Retain trees and other vegetation to filter
noise along arterial streets and the perimeters of new subdivisions when these
neighborhoods abut land uses that generate sound levels sufficiently high to negatively
impact residents. Minimize noise impacts from construction sites by enforcing limits on
hours of construction activity.

TREES AND LANDSCAPING
Policy EN3K
Protect and enhance the natural green and wooded character of University Place. Retain
an abundance of mature trees and a healthy understory to maintain community identity
and contribute to a healthy environment by cleaning the air, producing oxygen, reducing
surface water run-off, providing wildlife habitat, absorbing sound and masking noise, and
reducing energy costs through shading and windbreak functions.
Policy EN3L
Encourage preservation of significant trees and planting of new trees in locations that
allow normal growth patterns, support energy conservation and complement view
access, light, privacy and safety needs. Plant deciduous trees where summer shade,
winter solar gain, and seasonal change will be beneficial or desired. Plant evergreen
trees where year-around beauty, visual screening and noise buffering are desired.
Require street trees along all new and substantially modified arterial, collector and local
streets.
Policy EN3M
Encourage landscaping with a mix of trees, shrubs and groundcovers that attracts
wildlife, is drought-resistant, and can achieve healthy growth in the Puget Sound
environment. Include a substantial native plant component and select other varieties that
can readily adapt to the local climate to minimize disease and reduce the need for
irrigation and maintenance once established.
Policy EN3N
Promote the use and expansion of litter prevention programs within all sectors of the
community. Consider establishing an “Adopt A Street” program to control litter, help
defray city maintenance costs, create a cleaner, safer urban and natural environment,
and boost civic pride.
Policy EN3O
Require tree surveys for new developments to identify healthy significant trees that
should be preserved. Focus tree retention on the perimeter of a development site where
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building setbacks already preclude construction while also preserving significant trees in
the interior of a site. Protect trees designated for preservation from development impacts.
Require replacement trees if the requisite number of trees cannot be preserved.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The citizens of University Place have expressed a strong desire to protect their natural
environment from the impacts associated with growth and development. Tall evergreen
trees, clean air and water, magnificent views of the Cascade and Olympic Mountains, the
Puget Sound shoreline, and indigenous plants and wildlife are just of few of the natural
features that attract residents and contribute to the high quality of life.
Past development in University Place has resulted in loss of valuable wetland areas,
significant reductions in wildlife areas and corridors, and encroachments on steep slopes,
streams, and shorelines. Inadequate storm drainage systems threaten downstream
properties, and the water quality of aquifers, streams, and the Puget Sound.
Understanding the components of the City’s environment and how they are related helps the
community formulate policy and ultimately the regulations that should be administered to
adequately protect the environment. Protecting the environment serves to protect health,
safety, and welfare including quality of life.

RELATIONSHIPS

The components of University Place’s environment are intricately related in a complex
system. The geology helps to explain the City’s topography, which together with the climate
and vegetation determine the types of soils that have developed. Topography, soil and
hydrology determine where slopes are likely to fail or erode causing damage to downslope
properties and sedimentation in creeks. Sedimentation in creeks impacts the Chum, Coho
and Chinook salmon, and Steelhead, Cutthroat and Rainbow trout that spawn there.
The climate, geology, topography, soils and vegetation determine drainage patterns. Within
the City’s drainages, surface water infiltrates soil and reaches the aquifer, or flows into creeks
and wetlands that act as natural flood control areas. The permeable soils in this area enable
50% to 60% of rainwater to infiltrate and become groundwater that recharges the aquifer.
The community relies on the aquifer to provide safe clean drinking water. Because of the
pervious nature of the geology and soils, the community must be careful not to pollute the
aquifer. The depth to groundwater varies under the City. In some areas groundwater is first
encountered at more than 100 feet; in other areas it comes to the surface as natural springs.
Even at 100 or more feet polluting groundwater is a concern since groundwater in the area
has been known to travel as fast as 93 feet per day.
Wetlands serve to store and purify stormwater, recharge the aquifer and provide habitat for
fish and wildlife. The flood plains in drainages and adjacent to creeks serve as areas where
floodwater is conveyed during periods of heavy rain. Protecting wetlands and flood plains
to store and convey stormwater, in turn protects lives and property from damage, injury and
loss.
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A substantial component of residents’ quality of life is derived from the plants and animals
that inhabit the City. Climate, soils, and drainages contribute to the rich communities of plant
and animal life. Citizens have expressed a strong desire to protect native plant and animal
species, which include evergreen and deciduous trees and undergrowth, birds, mammals
and reptiles. In Chambers Creek Canyon alone, there are some 122 species of birds. Much
of the area in the City that had the greatest value as wildlife habitat has been fragmented
into small areas, which has led to extinction of large predators, and the over-population of
small predators. Preventing further destruction, fragmentation, and providing corridors
between habitat areas can help preserve remaining wildlife.
Riparian habitat along creeks supports a number of plant and fish communities. Chambers
Creek supports approximately 20 species of fish including four northwest salmonid species.
The Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife has rated Chambers Creek as “good”
overall for salmonids. This is based on water temperature, dissolved oxygen, the biotic index
and the quality of spawning beds. Leach Creek has not been so fortunate. Development
along the creek has resulted in channelizing, reduction of pool and riffle structures and
sediment loading. The upper undeveloped reaches of Leach Creek still provide good
salmon-rearing habitat.
Along the Puget Sound shoreline, the conditions are not conducive to supporting a wide
range of wildlife or plant life. Strong tidal currents, lack of sediment accumulation, and large
rock boulders and fill placed along the entire shoreline to support the railroad make for a
harsh environment. Despite relatively harsh conditions, there are eelgrass and kelp beds
and several species of fish that support a major commercial and sports fishery in the area.
Also found in these waters is an abundance of shellfish. Hundreds of species of plankton,
tiny plants and animals that drift with the tides inhabit the City’s marine waters.
Phytoplankton or algae form the first link in the food chain and their respiration provides most
of the oxygen that animal life relies upon.
The following section provides a brief description and some concerns regarding climate,
geology and soils, surface and ground water quality, floodplains, wetlands and shorelines
and plant and animal communities.

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
Climate
The climate of University Place is fairly mild with average winter temperatures above freezing
and summer temperatures generally below 80 degrees.
The frost-free period is
approximately 250 days a year. The City typically receives about 39 inches of precipitation
a year, which falls almost exclusively as rain. About two thirds of the rain, falls between
October and March of each year. There is an occasional snowfall, but usually with little or
no buildup.
Geology and Soils
The City of University Place is located on the eastern shore of south Puget Sound on top of
a rolling plateau ranging from 0 to about 430 feet above sea level. Steep slopes descend
on the west along Puget Sound and on the south along Chambers Creek Canyon. Although
the geologic events that formed the Puget Sound occurred over the last few hundred million
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years, the Pleistocene Glacial Intrusion approximately 15,000 years ago carved the Puget
Sound, the lowland areas and other valleys alongside the Cascade foothills.
The surficial geology of University Place is primarily the result of glacial materials deposited
15,000 years ago. The glacial material deposited in the area includes from top to bottom,
recessional outwash, glacial till, and advance outwash. Recessional outwash is deposited
by meltwater from the retreating glacial ice and typically consists of layers of unconsolidated
sand and gravel with variable silt, cobbles, and boulders. Glacial till is deposited at the base
advancing glacial ice and typically consists of very dense clay to boulder size material.
Glacial till is very dense and is commonly referred to as “hard pan.” Advance outwash is
deposited in front of the glacier by meltwater. Advance outwash usually consists of very
dense medium to course grained sand, gravel, with cobbles and boulders. Because advance
outwash is overridden by the advancing glacier, it also is very dense.
In addition to the glacial deposits, lakebed sediments collected in river valleys and along
stream channels following de-glaciation. These sediments are composed primarily of clay
and silt with occasional layers of fine sand. These sediments are very stiff to hard and have
low permeability. The sediments or interglacial soils occur in the slopes of Chambers Creek
Canyon.
The Alderwood - Everett Soil association is a nearly level to rolling moderately well drained
and somewhat excessively drained soil type that formed in glacial till and glacial outwash in
the upland portions of the City. These soils constitute the majority of the soils in University
Place on slopes that range from 0 to 30 percent. Everett sandy gravelly loam is the second
most common soil type in University Place followed by Spanaway gravelly sandy loam,
Nisqually loamy sand and Xerochrepts. Everett sandy gravelly loam is a somewhat
excessively drained soil that occurs in the Sunset Beach, Beckonridge, Westhampton and
Brookridge neighborhoods. Everett sandy gravelly loam is also the primary soil at the Curran
Apple Orchard. Spanaway gravelly sandy loam formed in glacial outwash mixed with
volcanic ash is somewhat excessively drained, occurs in an area from Peach Acres, west to
Grandview, and south to the rim of Chambers Creek Canyon. Nisqually loamy sand, formed
in glacial outwash under grass and Bracken fern, is a somewhat excessively drained soil that
occurs in the Bristonwood neighborhood. Xerochrepts on slopes ranging from 45 to 70
percent are very steep well-drained soils that border Puget Sound north of Sunset Beach
and Chambers Creek Canyon from the mouth of Chambers Bay to Bridgeport Way and
extend up Peach Creek Canyon.
Other soil types in the City include small pockets of poorly drained Bellingham silty clay loam
in the vicinity of Crystal Springs, and coastal beach soils that extend along the southwest
side of Day Island, south to Sunset Beach and along portions of the Pierce County Chambers
Creek Properties. Dupont Muck, an organic very poorly drained soil formed in decomposing
shrubs, sedges and grasses, and silica lies below the waters of Morrison Pond. Also,
Xerothents fill area, which consists of smoothed-over areas artificially filled with earth, solid
waste, or both forms on the eastern side of the Day Island inlet.
The varying locations and thickness of glacial deposits and soil types in the City cause
concern for a range of issues. Areas of the City where slopes exceed 15%, where glacial till
is overlain by well-drained soils, and when water is present may experience slope failure.
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Certain types of soils are more susceptible to erosion than others and the risk increases as
slope increases. In areas where recessional glacial outwash is overlain by Everett or
Spanaway soils there is an increased risk of damage as a result of earthquake induced
ground shaking, slope failure, settlement, or soil liquefaction. Figure 5-1 shows areas of the
City that fit the above criteria and are labeled landslide and erosion hazard areas.
Ground and Surface Water
The porous nature of glacial outwash in most of the City’s soils increases the likelihood that
pollutants can get into the groundwater and ultimately pollute the aquifer and drinking water.
The groundwater system that lies below University Place is part of the Central Pierce County
Aquifer System, a system that the United States Environmental Protection Agency has
defined as a Sole Source Aquifer System. A Sole Source Aquifer is a designation that
provides limited federal protection to drinking water supplies, which serve large populations
and where alternative drinking water sources are scarce.
University Place can be divided into the Tacoma West Subwatershed and the Chambers
Bay Subwatershed -- both part of the larger Chambers-Clover Creek Watershed. The
Chambers Bay Subwatershed includes drainages in the eastern and southern portions of
the City. As shown in Figure 5-2 the dividing line between the two subwatersheds generally
extends along a diagonal line from the intersection of 27th and Mildred to the southern tip of
the Pierce County Chambers Creek Properties at the mouth of Chambers Bay. The
Chambers Bay Subwatershed includes Leach Creek and Peach Creek, which drain into
Chambers Creek. The Tacoma West Subwatershed includes Day Creek, Crystal Creek,
Brookside Creek and Corbit Creek, which drain directly to the Puget Sound.
Too little or too much water can cause problems. Too much surface water can lead to
flooding while too little water can cause wetlands, ponds and creeks to dry and kill aquatic
creatures that depend on them. Depletion of groundwater resources can threaten water
supply resulting in water rationing and other conservation programs. Low groundwater levels
can lead to surface water problems if the springs that supply a stream or wetland dry up.
Creeks are classified by the beneficial uses that they should be able to support and the level
of support they provide. Beneficial uses include, supporting aquatic life, contact activities
like swimming, and other common uses. The Department of Ecology classifies all of the
creeks in University Place as A (excellent), meaning not that they are excellent, but that they
should be. The measures of water quality include fecal coliform organisms, dissolved
oxygen, total dissolved gas, temperature, pH, turbidity, and toxic material concentrations.
Only Chambers Creek and Leach Creek have been sampled for water quality, and even
then, not all measures have been taken. Chambers Creek consistently violates State
standards for fecal coliform bacteria, and has been known to violate standards for acidity on
two occasions and turbidity on one occasion.
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Because any pollutant capable of contaminating surface water has the potential to
contaminate groundwater, sources of water pollution must be considered a threat to
groundwater quality as well as surface water quality. In a recent study under the direction
of the Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department, nitrate concentrations in the shallow
aquifer were shown to have increased about 40% and chloride levels between 400-500%
over the last 20 years. Nitrate and chloride were measured because they are indicators of
contamination by sewage. New development on sewers will decrease nitrogen loading from
septic systems. Unless properly managed, however, new development will result in
increases in storm water discharge that may increase nitrogen loading from that source.
Storm water recharging into the aquifer will also mean increased levels of fecal coliform,
organic compounds, and metals.
Floodplains, Wetlands and Shorelines
Floodplains exist along City creeks and marine shorelines, and in a few low spots such as in
the Morrison Pond area and just west of the intersection of 40th Street and 67th Avenue.
Figure 5-3 shows flood plains in the City, identified by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA). Although flooding has not been a severe problem for most of University
Place, channel erosion has exacerbated flooding along Leach Creek as has artificial filling
in areas around Morrison Pond. Controlling the amount of water runoff is important to ensure
a balance that prevents flooding but maintains flows to the City’s creeks and wetlands, and
infiltration to groundwater.
Wetlands are areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water long enough
or often enough to support vegetation that typically grows in saturated soils. Wetlands store
storm water runoff, filter out impurities, provide fish and wildlife habitat and, when preserved
as open space, provide area that citizens can enjoy. In 1996 the City conducted an inventory
of the wetlands. Wetlands identified in this inventory and wetland buffers are shown in
Figure 5-4.
The largest wetlands in University Place are along the Puget Sound Shoreline, Leach Creek
and Chambers Creek, and at Morrison Pond/Adrianna Hess Wetland Park. A number of
smaller wetlands are associated with other creeks and pockets of poorly drained soils like
Dupont muck and Bellingham silty clay. Although not as apparent in University Place as
freshwater wetlands, marine wetlands also serve important biological functions.
In addition to marine wetlands, the shorelines along Puget Sound and Chambers Creek
provide habitat to a number of different freshwater, estuarine and marine fish, shellfish and
plant species. Protecting the shorelines of Puget Sound and Chambers Creek is mandated
by the State Shoreline Management Act. Protection maintains habitat, reduces erosion,
preserves views and provides recreation opportunities.
Plants and Wildlife
The dominant native tree species in University Place are Douglas fir followed by western red
cedar, red alder, and western hemlock. Other common native tree species include Oregon
white oak, bigleaf maple, cottonwood, and Pacific madrone. There are too many native
shrubs and herbs to list but a few of the most common species. Common native shrubs
include salal, red elderberry, salmonberry, evergreen huckleberry, Indian plum and vine
maple. Herbs including bracken fern, creeping buttercup, horsetail, lady fern and sword fern
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are also very common. Native vegetation provides a great number of benefits including:
minimizing surface and groundwater runoff, reducing siltation and water pollution in creeks
and in Puget Sound, providing pure oxygen from carbon dioxide, noise abatement, protection
from wind, habitat shelter and food for fish and wildlife, and enhancing the City’s physical
and aesthetic character.
Several species of fish and numerous birds, mammals, amphibians and reptiles live within
or move through University Place. Chum and coho salmon, and cutthroat and rainbow trout,
inhabit the City’s creeks. The Puget Sound shoreline supports several species of salmon,
steelhead trout, cod, herring, flounder and rockfish, sea perch, various sharks, octopus,
squid, and numerous species of crustaceans, shrimp, krill and mollusks.
On the uplands, some of the many species of birds include red-tailed hawks, Canada geese,
Steller jays, downy woodpeckers, and the common crow. There are also several species of
finches, thrushes, chickadees, sparrows and swallows. Mammals found in the City include:
black tailed deer, coyote, red fox, raccoon, opossum, porcupine, spotted and striped skunk,
Douglas, eastern and western gray squirrels, Townsend chipmunk, and a number of mouse,
shrews, the shrew mole and Townsend’s vole. Some of the reptiles and amphibians found
in the City include the common garter snake, salamanders, frogs, and toads. In order to
protect fish and wildlife habitat, the City has designated areas along creeks and streams as
fish and wildlife habitat areas and required preservation of natural buffers. Figure 5-5 shows
these buffers along streams and creeks. These buffers provide habitat and migration
corridors for upland species, shade for fish spawning areas and serve as sediment traps for
storm water that flows into streams and creeks.
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